Viral integrations are important in human biology, yet genome-wide integration profiles have not been determined for many viruses. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) infects most of the human population and is a prevalent gene therapy vector. AAV integrates into the human genome with preference for a single locus, termed AAVS1. However, the genome-wide integration of AAV has not been defined, and the principles underlying this recombination remain unclear. Using a novel high-throughput approach, integrant capture sequencing, nearly 12 million AAV junctions were recovered from a human cell line, providing five orders of magnitude more data than were previously available. Forty-five percent of integrations occurred near AAVS1, and several thousand novel integration hotspots were identified computationally. Most of these occurred in genes, with dozens of hotspots targeting known oncogenes. Viral replication protein binding sites (RBS) and transcriptional activity were major factors favoring integration. In a first for eukaryotic viruses, the data reveal a unique asymmetric integration profile with distinctive directional orientation of viral genomes. These studies provide a new understanding of AAV integration biology through the use of unbiased high-throughput data acquisition and bioinformatics.
G enomic viral integrations are critically important in human biology, playing roles in normal physiology and evolution, viral diseases, cancer, and gene therapy (1) . Adeno-associated virus serotype 2, a nonenveloped single-stranded DNA virus, has long been considered unique among known mammalian viruses due to its capacity to integrate site-preferentially (2) . AAV has also been highly successful in nonintegrating gene therapy applications (3, 4) . In addition to its success as a vector, the AAV integration machinery has been actively investigated for targeted integration strategies (5-7). AAV, therefore, presents an intriguing biological paradigm for both viral and vector integration into the human genome.
AAV integration has two exogenous requirements: transacting large viral replication proteins, Rep68 and Rep78 (8) (9) (10) , and cis-acting DNA elements containing Rep binding sites, such as those present in the replication origin of the viral inverted terminal repeat (ITR) or the viral P5 promoter (11) (12) (13) . Preferential integration occurs at a locus on human chromosome 19q13.4, in the first exon of protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12C (PPP1R12C), a site termed AAVS1 (14) (15) (16) (17) . Rep binding and endonuclease sites, sequence features characteristic of the AAV replication origin, are also present in the human genome, most notably as the defining sequence element of AAVS1 (8, 18, 19) .
The large nonstructural Rep proteins are key mediators of virus biology, influencing viral gene expression, replication, and integration. Both isoforms contain an N-terminal DNA binding/endonuclease domain linked to an AAA ϩ SF3 helicase domain (20, 21) . In replication origins, four tandem imperfect GAGC tetranucleotides provide the DNA binding domain for Rep 68/78 (22) . The large Rep proteins undergo DNA facilitated oligomerization, where the linker between the DNA binding domain and helicase are critical for complex formation (23) (24) (25) . Recent crystal structure and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) studies have revealed that AAV Rep68/78 can form double octameric or hexameric rings, with the rings facing opposite directions (21, 24, 26) . DNA binding, endonuclease, helicase activity, and Rep oligomerization are required for both viral replication and integration (9, 27) .
Our current understanding of the genomic sites targeted by AAV integration is based on a spectrum of low-throughput studies that have generated a small number of junction sequences, approximately 200 from the entire literature, using a variety of biased strategies. Studies originally demonstrated targeted integration through Southern blot analysis, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and AAVS1-specific PCR (2, 9, 10) . Two studies have used low-throughput genomic approaches, involving enzyme digestion, ligation-mediated PCR, and cloning, to investigate AAV integration (28, 29) . One study was unable to detect any integrants in AAVS1 (28) . The other study found that AAVS1 integrations in exon 1 of PPP1R12C represented less than one percent of events, while integration in the general vicinity (within 100 kb) of AAVS1 accounted for less than 10 percent (29) . Efforts to apply computational techniques to AAV integration have been limited by the small and biased data pools, which preclude thorough bioinformatics (29) . Therefore, in spite of a large body of research on the topic, the true nature of AAV integration and its determinants remains to be established.
In this study, we present integrant capture sequencing (ICSeq), a novel genome-wide high-throughput technique to elucidate viral integrations. We acquired 12 million AAV integration events and identified over 150,000 unique integration sites.
AAVS1 was the primary integration target site accounting for 45% of events, which are distributed in a distinctive single-sided peakand-tail configuration. Our data reveal an unprecedented twostage directional integration of AAV genomes, which places new demands on the configuration of a Rep-dependent integration model. Nearly 2,500 hotspots of integration were computationally determined and found to be predominantly associated with genes. Hotspot distribution was primarily correlated with the presence of Rep DNA binding motifs and high levels of gene expression. These studies provide a new understanding of viral integration through the use of unbiased high-throughput data acquisition and bioinformatics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and wtAAV infection. HeLa cells (ATCC) were grown at 37°C and 5% CO 2 in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% Cosmic calf serum (HyClone). Twenty-four hours prior to infection, cells were seeded in 10 wells of 24-well plates at 1 ϫ 10 5 cells/well; therefore, upon infection, approximately 2 ϫ 10 5 HeLa cells were present per well (2 ϫ 10 6 cells per experiment). HeLa cells were infected with purified wtAAV generated by plasmid cotransfection (Applied Viromics) at 1 ϫ 10 4 viral genomes/cell. After a 48-hour incubation, cells were harvested and plated in a 75-cm 2 flask. Upon reaching confluence, these flasks were harvested and plated into two 150-cm 2 flasks. Cells were grown for the remainder of the 3 weeks postinfection, with passaging as needed into two fresh 150-cm 2 flasks. Integrant capture sequencing. (i) DNA oligonucleotide sequences. Sequences of the pLinker primer and asymmetric linker oligonucleotides were described previously (30, 31) . The AAV primer sequences were as previously described (29) ; the external primer was modified with 5=-Bio-TEG.
(ii) Genomic DNA library generation. Five aliquots of 2.5 million HeLa cells, containing ϳ250 g of genomic DNA in total, were harvested by trypsinization and washed with PBS. Aliquots were lysed in proteinase K buffer (100 mM Tris [pH 8], 0.2% SDS, 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA) with 200 g/ml proteinase K. Genomic DNA was purified by phenolchloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Sonication was conducted using a Bioruptor (Diagenode) to generate DNA smears of 500 to 1,200 bp, with an 850-bp core. DNA was polished using an End-It DNA repair kit (Epicenter), purified, and dA tailed utilizing the 3=-5= exo-Klenow fragment (NEB). Then fragments were ligated to 200 pmol of annealed linkers.
(iii) Viral junction amplification. All PCRs were conducted using Herculase II Fusion DNA polymerase (Agilent Technologies) according to manufacturer specifications. Pooled, linker-ligated DNA was divided into 800-ng aliquots and subjected to linear amplification (single-primer) PCR with biotinylated SP-1, as follows: 98°C for 3 min, 12 cycles of 98°C for 40 s, 65°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45 s, and then 72°C for 1 min. Reaction mixtures were then spiked with pLinker and subjected to exponential PCR amplification, as follows: 98°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 98°C for 40 s, 65°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45 s; and 72°C for 5 min. Amplification products of 400 bp to 1.2 kb were isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis, and virus primer-specific products were enriched by magnetic streptavidin bead pull-down. Seminested PCR was performed with SP-2 and pLinker as follows: 98°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 98°C for 40 s, 65°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 40 s; and 72°C for 5 min). Amplification products of 400 bp to 1.2 kb were isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis.
(iv) Paired-end library production and sequencing. Linkers were digested with AscI and removed by agarose gel purification. Fragments were then polished, purified, and dA tailed as after the genomic DNA sonication. Fragments were then ligated to Illumina paired-end adapters and isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis. A final, 30-cycle library PCR was conducted utilizing Illumina primers PE1.0 and PE2.0 according to manufacturer specifications, and amplification products of 350 bp to 1 kb were isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The final libraries were submitted to 50 ϫ 50 paired-end deep sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq 2000.
(v) Sanger sequencing of viral junction clones. Subsequent to either the seminested junction or final library PCRs, a small aliquot of the pooled products for each sample were dA tailed and cloned using the TOPO TA kit (Invitrogen). Clones were grown and sequenced using M13 forward/ reverse primers (Biotic Solutions). Sequences were considered for additional analysis if they met the inclusion criteria for high-throughput reads as described below.
Computational analysis. (i) Read validation and alignment. Each end of paired-end reads was 3= trimmed to 36 bp and validated using Bowtie to ensure that correct priming and processing had occurred. Viral ends required the 25-bp SP2 and the next 11 bp of viral sequence that is contiguous with the primer, allowing two mismatches. On the target side, presence of a perfect match to the remaining 7 bp of linker sequence was required. The 29-bp remainder of the target side was aligned with the human genome (hg18/NCBI Build 36.1) using Bowtie. Up to 2 mismatches were allowed, and unique alignments in the best alignment stratum were required. Identical target alignments, same strand and position, were combined into a single putative unique integration event, and any event supported by a single alignment was not considered in further analyses. Integration positions were given as the 5= end of target alignment reads.
(ii) Determination of integration hotspots. Integration hotspots were defined as a region of at least three integration events for which the frequency of events differed in a statistically significant fashion; P was Ͻ1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 , as determined by a negative binomial test, from a random distribution along the genome (30, 31) . Hotspots with 100% repeat overlap, as defined by RepeatMasker, or present on the Y chromosome were removed from consideration as probable artifacts. Circos was used to generate circular whole-genome visualizations (32) .
(iii) Hotspot correlations. Hotspots with genomic features, expression, copy number, etc., were correlated utilizing BedTools, PyBedTools, and R (33) .
(iv) Gene ontology. The gene ontology network map was constructed using the BiNGO plugin of Cytoscape (34, 35) . The ontology file utilized was GO_Molecular_Function, applying a hypergeometric test for significance with the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery correction.
All data sets and lists are available upon request.
RESULTS

Integrant capture sequencing.
To determine the location, frequency, and structure of AAV integrations in human chromosomal DNA, we developed IC-Seq, an assay to capture, enrich, and sequence viral insertion events (Fig. 1 ). The HeLa cell line, a human cervical carcinoma line, was utilized in this study because it is the most published model system for AAV infection and integration, and an abundance of relevant bioinformatics data sets are available. Moreover, AAV is commonly associated with human reproductive tissue (36, 37) . HeLa cells were infected with AAV and grown for 3 weeks with no selection, while maintaining high redundancy, to diminish background free viral DNA prior to DNA extraction (9, 38, 39) . Viral-chromosomal junctions were recovered by seminested ligation-mediated PCR from randomly fragmented genomic DNA (850-bp average fragment size), a method modified from translocation capture sequencing (30, 31) . AAV primers (Fig. 1A ) were selected to bind in the viral P5 promoter located upstream of the inverted terminal repeat, amplifying the region containing the highest density of previously reported junctions (40) . The linker-tag primer was derived from the translocation capture protocol (30) . Sonication generates unique linker ligation points for each integration event, allowing independent events to be studied with-out sequencing through viral-chromosomal junctions (Fig. 1C ). As part of our quality control, small portions of the junction libraries were cloned and sequenced. Of 80 clones, 65% contained the appropriate linker tag and P5 sequence structure, and 36.5% of these contained viral-chromosomal junctions. The viral breakpoint occurred most frequently in the ITR hairpins, viral deletions were rare, and intervening unclassifiable sequences were not observed. Thus, IC-Seq efficiently captures wtAAV integration events with little background. After quality control, junction libraries were submitted for high-throughput paired-end Illumina sequencing. This generated a total of 702 million reads from two biological replicates ( Fig. 2A ). Samples were computationally validated for correct AAVp5 and linker tag sequences (as described in Materials and Methods) and were then aligned to the human genome.
AAV insertions. We mapped almost 12 million viral integrations to the human genome, which represented 154,976 unique nucleotide positions that possessed an average of 80 events per site ( Fig. 2A) . To minimize the effects of PCR amplification efficiency, unique nucleotide positions, rather than total reads, were used for further analysis. Unique AAV integrants were found on every chromosome ( Fig. 2B ) with 37,673 (24.3%) unique events in chromosome 19, an integration frequency per mappable Mb 10-fold higher than other chromosomes. On chromosome 19, 87.7% of events occurred within a 100-kb region proximal to the canonical AAVS1 (Fig. 2C ). This region spans several genes and displays a distinctive single-sided peak-and-tail frequency distribution. As described below, this asymmetric profile was a characteristic feature of wtAAV integration loci in general.
Integration hotspots. We next examined the human genome for loci of high-density AAV integration. Integration hotspots were defined as a region of at least three integration events for which the frequency of events differed from a random genomic distribution in a statistically significant fashion, with a P of Ͻ1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 , as determined by a negative binomial test (30, 31) . The two biological replicates were subjected to hotspot analysis independently, to determine the similarity between samples. Overlapping hotspots, present in both replicates, contained 81.6% of all hotspot-derived integration events, demonstrating the high level of experimental reproducibility. Due to this similarity, sequencing data from the replicates were combined and used to establish our highest-resolution hotspot map. This analysis revealed a total of 2,456 hotspots for wtAAV integration in the human genome (Fig. 2D) . Each chromosome contained dozens to hundreds of hotspots, with the exception of chromosomes 20, 21, and 22. To determine the impact of HeLa cell aneuploidy on hotspot chromosomal distribution, a high-resolution locus copy number map was generated from single-nucleotide-polymorphism arrays and used to compare the copy number at loci bearing hotspots with the distribution expected by chance. HeLa aneuploidy did not appear to bias the genome-wide hotspot profile, as the average copy number at hotspots was 2.48, compared to 2.42 for the entire array. The largest hotspot was localized to AAVS1 (PPP1R12C), covering over 100 kb and representing 17.2% of all unique integrations, while the second largest, in PTH1R, contained only 2.0% (Table 1) . Only two genomic loci, other than AAVS1, have been described in previous studies as AAV integration targets, 5p13.3 and 3p24.3 (29) . These loci correspond to LOC729862 and FGD5, our third-and eighth-ranked hotspots (Table 1) .
Overall, we found good correlation between unique integrations and total integrations in hotspots (Table 1) ; however, the top three hotspots presented a notable exception. For these hotspots, we found that the extreme frequency of integration in the peak region led to an underestimate of their impact on the insertion profile of wtAAV. This was based on two observations: (i) every nucleotide position was targeted at these peaks, and therefore saturation was reached, and (ii) the number of observed events/site in peak domains (cluster number of 800) greatly exceeded (Ͼ10ϫ) that for the average sequence (P Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ), indicating substantial oversaturation. Therefore, for the top three hotspots, total reads provide a more accurate representation of integration frequency than unique nucleotide positions. Analyzed in this manner, 5.2 million reads, or 45% of all integrant sequences, occur in AAVS1 (PPP1R12C) ( Table 1 ). The second largest hotspot, in PTH1R, contributes 2.1 million sequences, almost 18%, while the third largest, near LOC729862, represents about 3.8% of the total integrant sequences. In our estimation, these data provide the most accurate measure to date of the top AAV hotspots and indicate that the largest three hotspots alone represent about 67% of all integrations.
Hotspots and Rep binding sites (RBS).
The AAV replication proteins Rep 68 and 78 bind DNA at tandem GAGC sequences, which are RBS (27) . To determine whether genomic RBS drive hotspot localization, we investigated the integration profile around these sites. Using the chromosomal frequency of GAGC trimers for modeling, we first asked how well hotspots correlate with RBS chromosomal distribution (Fig. 3A) . The analysis revealed that the number of RBS per chromosome explains roughly 80% of the variability in the chromosomal hotspot distribution.
We next asked if increasing GAGC copy number predicts the probability of generating a hotspot, requiring the hotspot to be within 50 bp of the RBS (Fig. 3B) . For this analysis, computational data sets include only the exact RBS repeat number specified. For loci with two GAGC copies (GAGC ϫ2 loci), we found that a statistically significant 0.1% of sites were occupied by hotspots. Increasing numbers of GAGC repeats had a corresponding increase in occupancy, reaching 59.5% for GAGC ϫ6ϩ loci. The greatest change occurred from GAGC ϫ3 to GAGC ϫ4, with a 7.3-fold occupancy increase. Subsequent additions yield large, but diminishing, returns: GAGC ϫ5 and GAGC ϫ6ϩ result in only 3.5-and 2.8-fold enhancements, respectively. Thus, we conclude that AAV Rep binding sites are the primary determinant of AAV integration and that a dose-dependent response to GAGC sequences exists.
A second sequence element present in the ITRs, the terminal resolution site (TRS), is the specific site in the viral genome cleaved by the Rep endonuclease (41) . We observed a 3.29-fold enrichment (P Ͻ 0.001) of hotspots around TRS sequences (GG CCAACT). However, we were unable to detect an enhancement in the probability of hotspot localization to RBS bearing canonical minimal TRS (CAAC/GTTG) compared to RBS alone. This lack of TRS correlation with RBS is consistent with in vitro experimentation that has found that constraints on this sequence exist but are minimal and difficult to define (22, 42, 43) . Additionally, the spacing between the TRS and RBS as well as secondary structure may contribute to the complexity of determining a TRS influence (19, 44) . Thus, the presence of a TRS may function in a modest capacity as an independent factor influencing hotspot localization. Hotspots, genomic features, and transcription. The human genome is relatively G/C poor, containing only ϳ40% G/C, and CpG dinucleotides are further underrepresented (45, 46) . Regions of high G/C content exist but are not randomly distributed in the genome (47) . Consequently, Rep binding sites (GAGC ϫn), which are 75% G/C and contain CpGs, are highly correlated with G/C-rich genomic features, especially CpG islands (Fig. 3C) . Fur- thermore, hotspots and GAGC sequences are significantly overrepresented in active genes. Over 56% of hotspots overlap transcription units versus 44% expected by chance (P Ͻ 0.001). Transcription start sites (TSS), exons, and transcription termination sites (TTS) correlate with RBS and hotspots (Fig. 3D) . AAV integration hotspots and GAGC repeats are highly represented at TSS, while decreasing markedly on either side (Fig. 3E) . Thus, we conclude that G/C rich genomic features, which occur predominately near the beginning of genes, are likely to possess Rep binding sites and attract AAV integration.
Functional genomic markers that define transcriptional activity and accessible DNA were highly correlated with both hotspots and RBS (Fig. 4A) . Most of these features, such as DNase-hypersensitive regions, H3K4me3, and H3K36me3, are associated with active transcription and open chromatin (48) (49) (50) . There is also a significant colocalization with H3K27me3, generally regarded as a repressive marker (51), although it involves roughly 6-fold fewer hotspots than H3K4me3. Recent studies also indicate that certain H3K27me3 promoter profiles may serve to mark increased transcriptional activity (52) . The relative frequency of hotspots in H3K36me3 and H3K27me3 peaks exceeded that for GAGC ϫ2, indicating that GAGC dis- 
FIG 3 Integration hotspots colocalize with Rep binding sites (GAGC repeats). Computational analysis of hotspots and various GAGC repeat elements, where n in GAGC ϫn represents the number of GAGC tetranucleotide repeats (see Materials and Methods). (A) Integration hotspots per chromosome as a function of GAGC ϫ3
sequences, with simple linear regression in gray. P Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 (t test). (B) Percent of genomic GAGC ϫn sites that are within 50 bp of an integration hotspot. Sites that exceeded the GAGC count of each bin were subtracted. P Ͻ 0.001 for all categories (permutation test). (C) Relative frequency of hotspots and GAGC ϫ2 sequences intersecting CpG islands. Relative frequency is defined as the fold enrichment compared to a random distribution (see Materials and Methods). The dashed line indicates expected frequency based on a random model. P was Ͻ0.001 for both (permutation test). (D) Relative frequency of hotspots and GAGC ϫ2 sequences intersecting genes and specific gene regions. TSS, transcription start site; TTS, transcription termination site. The dashed line indicates expected frequency based on a random model. P was Ͻ0.001 for all categories (permutation test). (E) Composite density profile of integration hotspots and GAGC ϫ2 sequences proximal to transcription start sites. tribution alone may not fully explain this colocalization. We next asked how gene expression levels correlate with hotspots. For genes bearing hotspots as well as those bearing GAGC ϫ2, gene expression levels were significantly higher than expected by chance (P Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 ) (Fig. 4B) . Therefore, while transcriptional activity strongly correlates with AAV hotspots, much of this effect may be due to RBS distribution.
Hotspots were located within 969 unique genes, and we utilized ontology software to determine which functional transcriptional groups may be targeted by AAV hotspots at higherthan-random frequencies (Fig. 4C) . Pathways involving genes that bind calcium, ATP, and actin were significantly overrepresented, as were genes in the Rho/Ras and serine/threonine kinase activity groups. Since a number of genes in those pathways have oncogenic potential, the Sanger Institute Cancer Gene Census was used to determine if AAV hotspots were present in known causal oncogenes (Fig. 4D) (53) . In total, 29 of these oncogenes were targeted by hotspots. The oncogene with the greatest number of integrations was TNFRSF14, represented by 78 unique insertion events. PPARG had 68 events, and 67 unique insertions were contained in CBFAT3. Other notable oncogenes bearing smaller hotspots include: MYC, ABL, FANCA, RB, EGFR, and FOXP1. In addition to the Sanger list, a hotspot was present in the imprinted DLK1/MEG3 region, which has been recently implicated in hepatocellular carcinoma of humans and mice (54, 55) .
Directional integration. Hotspots possess a characteristic single-sided peak-and-tail distribution of integrants that appear to initiate near Rep binding sites. To investigate the arrangement of insertion events near RBS, a composite-density profile of all integration activity surrounding genomic loci of GAGC ϫ4 or greater was constructed (Fig. 5A) . Overall, 39,177 unique integrations were discovered within 100 kb of these sites, encompassing over 50 individual hotspots and accounting for ϳ28% of all unique integration events. The composite density data recapitulate the singlesided peak-and-tail phenotype seen for individual hotspots, such as AAVS1. The integration frequency peak begins just upstream of the RBS sequence, with the tail proceeding upstream for over 80 kb (Fig. 5A) . Very limited integration activity, under 7% of events, occurs downstream of the RBS. This novel integration profile is consistent with the biochemical activities of Rep 68/78 and may serve as an identifier for Rep mediated integration loci. Rep binds specifically to CTCG/GAGC duplex sequences (56) and cleaves the CTCG strand at downstream sites (TRS in AAV ITR) (20) . The Rep helicase then unwinds DNA, moving 3= to 5= on the uncut DNA strand (41, 57) , corresponding to the upstream direction as depicted in Fig. 5 .
For a given DNA sequence, the viral genome can be integrated in either of two orientations: forward or reverse (Fig. 5B) . For all major hotspots, we noticed a distinct and predictable viral genome orientation relative to a given RBS: a dominant forward orientation in the immediate vicinity and downstream of the RBS, and a dominant reverse orientation upstream of the RBS. We carried out a computational analysis of viral genome orientation based on GAGC ϫ4 loci to test this observation. This analysis confirmed that the orientation of integrated viral genomes with respect to the RBS is nonrandom (P Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 ) (Fig. 5C ). To gain a perspective of the directional preference, the ratio of forward and reverse orientations upstream and downstream of the RBS was determined (Fig. 5D ). This analysis depicts a remarkably clear bimodal distribution centered at a region just upstream of the RBS. In the immediate and downstream vicinity of the genomic GAGC ϫ4, AAV genomes are preferentially positioned in the forward orientation, whereas in regions upstream of GAGC sequences and continuing for ϳ80 kb, AAV genomes are predominately reverse oriented (Fig. 5B) . The combination of high-throughput IC-Seq and bioinformatics presents a new and comprehensive view of AAV integration, where the frequency, magnitude, and directionality of the insertion events are far more intricate than previous studies could reveal. proceeds with 3=-5= helicase activity on the uncut strand, depositing predominately reverse-oriented genomes in a broad upstream peak. The other ring (right) is relatively immobile, depositing a tight peak of plus-oriented AAV genomes in the immediate vicinity of the GAGC sequences.
DISCUSSION
The biology of AAV integration has long been a topic of interest as an example of virus/host interaction, as a method for targeted integration, and as a model for biological mechanisms that impact the integrity of the human genome. The lack of a sufficiently large integration data set, the use of varied and biased techniques for identifying integration events, and other technical limitations have contributed to an incomplete understanding of integration by AAV. We have overcome this deficiency by developing and applying integrant capture sequencing technology. The results that we have obtained resolve confusion arising from prior studies through a new and comprehensive genomic understanding of AAV integration. Importantly, this strategy can be used to characterize any viral or vector-mediated integration profile.
Utilizing an efficient unbiased strategy, 1.2 ϫ 10 7 integration events and 1.56 ϫ 10 5 unique integration sites were acquired, providing a data set suitable for stringent bioinformatic analysis. We found RBS to be the primary determinant of genome-wide AAV integration, with ϳ80% of chromosomal hotspot distribution attributable to GAGC localization. The number of GAGC repeats at chromosomal loci substantially impacted the probability of generating a hotspot; ϳ60% of loci with six or more GAGC repeats were occupied by hotspots. Rep endonuclease activity is essential to viral replication and integration by cleavage at the terminal resolution sites, which are present in the ITRs (41) . Although we were unable to detect an enhancement in the probability of hotspot localization to genomic RBS bearing canonical TRS compared to RBS alone, we did observe a modest enhancement of hotspots around TRS sequences alone. Since 60 percent of sites bearing six or more RBS possessed hotspots, without an identifiable TRS, the presence of an optimal TRS may not greatly influence the localization of hotspots but may rather enhance hotspot intensity. AAVS1, for example, possesses a perfect TRS that can be cleaved by Rep and may contribute to the extremely high frequency of integration at that locus (17, 18, 43) .
Hotspots correlated strongly with markers of transcriptional activity such as DNase hypersensitivity and peaks in activating histone markers for promoter regions and gene bodies. A few of these associations were suggested in previous work, which found a correlation between integration and H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 (29) . However, we also found that RBS correlated with most of these markers. Furthermore, the expression of genes bearing hotspots and those bearing RBS was significantly higher than expected by chance. Thus, the strong association of hotspots with transcriptional activity may be attributable simply to RBS location. Factors such as increased accessibility of transcribed DNA, the probability of generating double-strand breaks (58) (59) (60) , and Rep interaction with transcription-related proteins, such as TBP (61) , may play an additional role in AAV integration profiles.
It is important to note that the integration correlates we have identified should remain true for various conditions and cell types. On the other hand, the additional factors considered above will vary in a cell-and tissue-specific manner and potentially influence the specific loci targeted and their relative intensity. Thus, while the presence of integration hotspots in nearly 1,000 genes, including dozens of oncogenes, has potential implications with respect to impaired gene function, this pool of genes may vary.
We view the single-sided peak-and-tail profile of hotspots as a unique and remarkably informative outcome with respect to integration biology. As previously noted, the established biological functions of Rep-sequence-specific DNA binding, strand-specific nicking, and directional unwinding of a target DNA (20, 41, 57) -are directly reflected in the observed asymmetry of the integration profile. Additionally, we found that the orientation of integrated viral genomes is nonrandom with respect to the relative position of the RBS. Neither of these features has been identified in Rep independent integration hotspots associated with AAV vectors (59, 60) . To our knowledge, this represents the first proof of a directional integration bias by a eukaryotic virus.
The integration of wtAAV places the GAGC sequences of the viral P5 promoter and 5= ITR in the same orientation as the human genomic GAGC sequences when the integration occurs adjacent to the RBS but in an inverse orientation in the upstream region. In order for integrated AAV genomes to be consistently positioned relative to GAGC, as observed, several conditions are required: (i) AAV Rep must interact with human genomic RBS in an orientation-dependent manner, (ii) a mechanism for preferentially delivering forward and reverse orientations must be available, and (iii) Rep must directionally interact with AAV genomes. The first condition is consistent with our understanding of the biochemical activity of Rep binding, nicking, and unwinding. The second condition can be met by recent crystal structure and cryo-EM studies, which have revealed that AAV Rep forms double octameric or double hexameric rings, with the ring facing opposite directions (Fig. 5E, panel 2) (21, 24, 26) . The final condition, a specific orientation of Rep complex binding to the AAV substrate genome, has several possible contributors. The viral ITRs, which possess RBS and TRS, are unlikely to play an independent role in selecting viral genome orientation, as they are identical, are located at opposite ends of the genome, and are reverse complements of each other. The wtAAV-2 genome has a total of 54 GAGC sequences that display net directional bias, with 63% in a positive orientation. This may play a role; however, we believe that the 1.7-fold difference is not large enough to account for the observed 3-to 4-fold average orientation bias. Since all viral transcripts are produced from three promoters that are in the same orientation, another possibility is that a coupling exists between viral transcription and integration. However, the hypothesis that we favor employs a directional binding favoring the genome left end containing the viral p5 promoter (Fig. 5E ). In addition to the ITR, the p5 promoter has been shown to contain a functional RBS/TRS, and in plasmid systems, the p5 promoter is able to independently enhance AAVS1 integration efficiency (13, 38, 39, 62) . The combination of a p5 transcriptional complex localized near the leftend ITR may present a unique structural domain to specifically interact with the integration complex forming on a genomic site.
We propose that Rep double rings form on human genomic RBS and directionally associate with AAV genomes via P5 interaction (Fig. 5E, model 2) . The Rep complex nicks the human genomic TRS-like substrate, allowing the upstream ring to unwind in a 3=-5= direction while the downstream ring remains roughly in its original position. This relatively immobile Rep ring has no uncut DNA strand on which to proceed, idles in the area of the RBS, and delivers viral genomes in a predominantly forward orientation ( Fig. 5B and E) . In contrast, the migrating helicase complex contributes the broad upstream peak of integration, delivering predominantly reverse-oriented viral genomes. In our view, high-throughput integrant capture sequencing provides an exceptional platform to address mechanistic questions raised by the insights of the present study. This strategy can also be directly applied to characterization of recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors. In the presence of Rep, vectors would be predicted to integrate with a profile similar to wtAAV; however, in the absence of Rep these vectors are known to target spontaneous double-strand breaks (59, 60) . The IC-Seq protocol screens the entire population of infected cells and integrates the events that occur within individual cells as a component of the pool. Southern analysis of individual clones has indicated one to several integrations per cell under conditions similar to those in the present study (39) ; a genome-wide IC-Seq protocol applied to clonal cell lines would reveal the population of events that occur in a given cell line. Since an array of Rep mutations were previously established to characterize Rep DNA binding, endonuclease activity, oligomerization, and helicase activity, they can be adapted to examine the influence these functions have on the AAV integration profile (24, 25, 63, 64) . Furthermore, now that a gold standard of wtAAV integration in the HeLa carcinoma cell line has been established, further studies characterizing integration in additional cell types should provide novel insight into cell-specific Rep interactions that may influence AAV integration.
The AAV integration process appears to be even more unique and complex than has previously been appreciated. This study provides novel insight into Rep-mediated integration and AAV biology and raises additional questions regarding the natural life cycle of AAV. To our knowledge, IC-Seq provides the greatest quantity and quality of integration data per experiment of any current technique. The expanded application of the IC-Seq protocol to other integrating virus and vector systems should allow comprehensive genome-wide integration profiles to be a new gold standard in future studies. The content of this study is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.
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